Impact of pellets on SOL and on SOL-pedestal coupling in JET-ILW
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Dedicated experiments under ITER-relevant conditions (shallow pellet deposition, small pellet/plasma particle ratio, Be/W wall) have been carried out at JET to assess how shifting the
radial particle source localisation from the plasma edge (gas dosing) to inside the H-mode transport barrier (pellets), affects the SOL plasma, the pedestal, and the coupling between two. Additionally, the impact of pellet ELM pacing ( f pel > fELM ) and the role of gas dosing location (main
chamber vs divertor) have also been assessed. In the divertor, the substitution of (main chamber) gas dosing by pellets at fixed fuelling rate (Γtot ) yields no significant differences in terms of
neutral pressures, divertor radiation, inner and outer target densities or outer target temperature.
This is a reflection of the fact that the conditions in the divertor are mainly being set through
recycling processes. In the upstream SOL, the measured pressure of neutrals is not found to
be sensitive to the fuelling scheme but lower electron densities (shorter radial fall-off lengths)
are measured with pellets than with gas, also when normalising against the separatrix density
(ne /ne,sep ). ne,sep itself remains essentially unaffected when main chamber gas is replaced by
pellets at constant Γtot . Moving gas dosing location from the main chamber to divertor at fixed
ELM frequency does however result in colder and denser divertor plasmas and higher ne,sep .
The importance of the ratio of separatrix density over pedestal top density (ne,sep /ne,ped ) as a
key parameter (anti-correlator) with the attainable pre-ELM pedestal pressure height (pe,ped )
[1] retains its validity when main chamber gas dosing is replaced by pellets, but only as long as
f pel < fELM . In discharges with f pel > fELM (pellet pacing) the reduction in pe,ped is stronger
than one would anticipate from their ne,sep /ne,ped ratio. This is a reflection of the fact that the
pedestal pressure height reduction driven by gas fuelling and pellet ELM pacing obbey to fundamentally different physics. The extended 2-point-model based dependence of ne,sep on the
electron temperature at the outer target, Te,OT , previously found for gas discharges at JET [2],
is also found to be valid with pellets. In pellet discharges, the ne,sep /ne,ped ratio also appears
to follow the same Te,OT dependence as in gas discharges. The fact that we cannot break the
fuelling trends with pellets indicates the physics governing formation of separatrix densities are
the same for gas dosing and pellets, and that recycling fluxes in the divertor and main chamber
are the main drivers for fuelling the separatrix, and the pedestal.
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